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 Simple & clean user interface  Rotate, translate, scale, label, corner-snap for components  Built-
in automatic router function, can be assigned to any button for regular and snap routings  Smart
auto-generation of footprints with regards to footprint type, current configuration, and additional
parameters  Built-in panel and panel menu for functions like PCB Layers, component properties, and
various tools  Built-in library with predefined components for SMD layouts  MSCROLLPANEL
(modern control panel) to set key shortcuts and manage multiple open PCBs  Many actions like
ALT+ENTER or ENTER to accept or cancel actions  Auto trace for tracks  Full support for Gerber,
Excellon, HPGL, BMP, JPG, GIF  Built-in search engine and auto generate object labels  Export PCB
to BMP, JPG, EMF, GIF, and others  Advanced Options for components (SMD footprint, component
color)  Import SMD footprint from.xmc files  Multi-tool window to manage all tools  Open multiple
PCB in the same window Guides:
===========================================================
Intro
===========================================================
_________________________________________ Video: _________________________________________ V1.6.3 -
April 29, 2016 --------------------------------------- Fix: Export images were not provided by some of the
image types --------------------------------------- V1.6.2 - April 24, 2016 --------------------------------------- Fix:
When a PCB had a component that overlapped the bottom boundary, the application would
sometimes fail --------------------------------------- V1.6.1 - April 24, 2016 --------------------------------------- Fix: If
a clip for a multi-layer board was set by using an image, then "consecutive layers" could be set in
the hierarchy --------------------------------------- V1.6.0 - April 18, 2016 --------------------------------------- Fix:
When the drawing panel was maximized and the
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Sprint-Layout is the professional PCB design tool that allows you to create and edit PCBs by hand.
Design your next PCB within minutes. Starting from scratch or using a template, Sprint-Layout allows
you to create and edit PCBs all by yourself. You can even design top-quality 16-layer boards. Read
our full review of Sprint-Layout below: - Support for all popular file formats of schematics and PCBs,
including Gerber, Eagle, and Excellon. - A powerful library of 30,000 non-standard SMD components
and symbols, fully customizable. - A wizard for creating and editing footprints. - A library with
predefined footprints for finding your next part with high precision. - An interactive automatic cutting
tool which is capable of placing and routing the board's inner layers. - Supports all the latest versions
of DWG, DXF, and DGN formats. - The program allows you to preview the newly created PCB design
or an open file in the image view. - A quick access to your board designs with a multi-tabbed
interface. - You can merge and split tabs or move them around the program window. - You can easily
switch the design view between schematic and PCB view. - Full support for the placement of SMD
components. - Supports the latest Gerber Export options, such as ODB, NCR, J2, PrX, and X2. - A
wizard for creating a PCB layer order. - A powerful PCB editor with a simple and intuitive interface. -
Supports full masking, assembly modes, board count, and many other options. - You can also export
your board to PDF. In the inner world of your PCB design, you may create gerber files, try out
multiple footprints of SMD components, find the perfect solder mask kit, calculate pad dimensions
and place the components on your board. And all this with no manual operation needed. Just add
text by the cursor as you place the component. You may define the font and write the text anywhere
on the board. The component's size, shape and orientation can be easily adjusted while you are
working on the board design. A special feature of the new Sprint-Layout 11 is the dynamic
component library that you can extend with your own components. It is easy to create, find, and sort
the components by name, symbol, or footprint. The non-standard components library is b7e8fdf5c8
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Similar news: Popular components-mainboard maker DIGI-PC publishes mobile home-brew apps
Mobile home-brew apps are starting to pop up in the market, and one of the most popular in this
regard is the DIGI-PC platform. One of the most interesting aspects of the DIGI-PC package is the
large selection of different development environments that come with the software. In order to
develop for the DIGI-PC platforms, users can use one of the following environments: Basic IDE, IDE
for beginners, QBasic, CarWare, DIGI-PCL, DIGI-PCC. In addition to the development environments,
DIGI-PC platform packages include the PC BASIC compiler (PCC) IDE, DMD-QT, QMID, and the CadSoft
CAD application. Furthermore, the DIGI-PC platform is fully supported, which includes the
implementation of applications in over 230 DIGI-PC languages. Therefore, the DIGI-PC platform can
be used to develop applications for different operating systems, and if a particular operating system
is not supported, users can use DIGI-PCWK, which can be downloaded from www.d-softs.com.
Overall, the DIGI-PC platform is a great thing for home-brew applications because it allows you to
create anything you want in terms of development environment. In addition, DIGI-PCB support allows
you to access board files compatible with the hardware, meaning that you can use the created
designs and access them from anywhere. On the other hand, you can also use Kicad software on the
platform with additional board libraries. It is worth mentioning that DIGI-PC is not as well known as
PC-BASIC or similar software, however, the platform offers a great variety of options, and therefore
can be considered a great alternative for developing applications for the large number of connected
devices. Overall, it is possible to create almost anything with the platform, and therefore, it can be
used for any kind of hobby and side business development.If this is your first visit, be sure to check
out the FAQ by clicking the link above. You may have to register before you can post: click the
register link above to proceed. To start viewing messages, select the forum that you want to visit
from the selection below. CPD's Top

What's New In Sprint-Layout?

Sprint-Layout is an application that can help you design and edit your printed circuit board layouts.
This tool provides the necessary features for creating single-sided, double-sided, or multilayer PCBs
from scratch. The user interface is clean, and its functions are neatly displayed into the main
window. Before starting to draw and add components to your PCBs, you should firstly define the
board dimensions by specifying the width and height. Sprint-Layout provides many useful tools for
creating board designs, such as solder pads, SMD pads, tracks, zones, text-labels, and many others.
Hotkeys are also available and they can be reassigned. It features a built-in auto router that can help
you route the tracks, and a photo view function for previewing the PCB layout. The program includes
an extensive library with predefined components for SMD layouts. Moreover, you can draw and add
your own components to the library. It is possible to drag and drop a component directly to your
layout, and to move, rotate, or label it. The rotation can be carried out to any angle. The automatic
ground-plane feature can help you fill the unused areas of your board with copper automatically,
while the test function allows you to check all the connected layout-elements. You may create
several boards and get quick access to each of them thanks to its multi-tabbed support. The
application is able to automatically generate different footprint elements, provided that you have
selected the footprint-type, and configured the parameters for each component. Sprint-Layout also
features a built-in search engine that can help you find the elements on your layout. The search
process can be carried out by shape, size, or layers. It is possible to export the generated board
designs to BMP, JPG, GIF, EMF, and it also supports Gerber, Excellon, and HPGL formats. Overall,
Sprint-Layout proves to be a reliable tool for helping you design and edit your printed circuit board
layouts. Download - 7.7 MB - Key Features: — Create Single-Sided or Double-Sided PCBs — Create
Single Layer or Multilayer PCBs — Lots of Components & Resolutions — Detailed Reference
Documentation — Universal Libraries — Quick & Easy Drag & Drop — Support for Auto Router &
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System Requirements:

Multi-platform Support: vSphere 5.5 environment that runs on Windows, macOS and Linux operating
systems Requirements of the following: Visual C++ 2017 or later installed An Internet connection
Download Requirements: Note: The package files are generated directly from the ESXi download
location. If the downloaded files are from a mirror location, please be sure to change the
corresponding mirror location as well. Download Options:
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